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Complex parameters in the MSSM lead to mixing and interference between the two heavier
neutral CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons. These effects can become very large in the case of al-
most degenerate states. In a CP-violating benchmark scenario, we investigate phenomenological
implications of such interferences in view of the LHC searches for heavy Higgs bosons decaying
to a pair of τ-leptons and produced in gluon fusion and in association with b-quarks. Strongly
destructive effects leave parameter regions unconstrained that would be regarded as excluded if
no interference terms were taken into account.
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1. Introduction

Searches for additional Higgs bosons have so far been interpreted within models beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) by assuming the on-shell production of an unstable scalar and its subse-
quent decay. For quasi mass-degenerate particles that can appear as intermediate states between a
given initial and final state, however, such a single-resonance approach or the incoherent sum of
two resonance contributions does not necessarily hold. If the mass difference is smaller than the
sum of their total width, the two resonances overlap. This can lead to a potentially large inter-
ference term, which is neglected in the standard narrow-width approximation (NWA), but can be
taken into account in the full calculation or in a generalised NWA [1].

An important example for such a case are the two heavier neutral Higgs bosons of the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) which are almost degenerate in the decoupling limit. In
the presence of complex MSSM parameters, they mix in a CP-violating way and interfere with each
other. For heavy Higgs production in gluon fusion and in association with bb̄ and the decay into
a pair of τ-leptons, we study the impact of such mixing and interference effects on the exclusion
bounds within the MSSM with complex parameters (see also [2, 3]).

2. MSSM Higgs sector with complex parameters

Among the three neutral MSSM Higgs bosons, there are the CP-even states h and H as well
as the CP-odd A. The charged Higgs bosons are denoted by H±. While the Higgs sector is CP-
conserving at lowest order, non-vanishing imaginary parts of MSSM parameters enter the Higgs
sector via loop corrections, leading to CP-violating mixing of the neutral CP-eigenstates i = h,H,A
into the mass eigenstates h1,h2,h3 with masses Mha and total widths Γha , a = 1,2,3. The corre-
sponding mixing factors are given by the on-shell wave function normalisation factors Ẑai evalu-
ated at the complex poles M 2

ha
= M2

ha
− iMhaΓha which can be obtained from FeynHiggs [10, 11,

12, 13, 14]. We adopt the renormalisation scheme of Ref. [15].
The phases of MSSM parameters such as the trilinear couplings A f of the sfermions f̃ and the

mass parameters of gauginos, M1,M3, and higgsinos, µ , are in particular bounded by constraints
from electric dipole moments (see e.g. Refs. [16, 17, 18]). However, constraints on the phases φA f3

of the trilinear couplings of the third generation are weaker than for the first two generations. In
addition, φAt has the largest impact on the Higgs sector. Therefore we focus on the consequences
of this phase for the mixing and interference effects and set φAt = φAb = φAτ

in this work.

3. CP-violating interference of MSSM Higgs bosons

While for low and medium values of tanβ the production of neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at
the LHC is dominated by gluon fusion, gg→ ha (a= 1,2,3), at high tanβ the associated production
with bb̄ dominates. Regarding the decay, the τ+τ−- channel provides the strongest constraints [19,
20, 21, 22] for intermediate and large tanβ . For interference effects at low tanβ in the tt̄ final state,
see [24, 25]. We calculate the partonic cross sections of the following two 2→ 2 processes without
NWA,

bb̄ → ha → τ+τ−, (3.1)
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gg → ha → τ+τ−. (3.2)

We compute process (3.1), which is part of the bb̄ha-associated production, at tree-level, and pro-
cess (3.2) with one-loop diagrams of the first vertex. Besides, we take propagator-type corrections
into account by using Higgs masses, total widths and Ẑ-factors from FeynHiggs at 2-loop order.
The Higgs resonances are parametrised as Breit-Wigner propagators and the mixing is accounted
for by Ẑ-factors, which yields a viable approximation of the full propagators [2, 4]. The cross sec-
tion of the complete process contains the coherent sum of the amplitudes with h1,h2,h3-exchange
in the s-channel, i. e. σcoh =σ

(
|h1 +h2 +h3|2

)
, including the interference term, which is neglected

in the incoherent sum, σincoh = σ
(
|h1|2 + |h2|2 + |h3|2

)
, i.e. σint = σcoh−σincoh, and we define

η =
σint(φAt )

σincoh(φAt )
. (3.3)

In the case of φAt = 0, only h and H can interfere whereas a non-vanishing value of φAt induces a 3×
3 mixing and the interference between all of the neutral Higgs bosons h1,h2,h3. For the numerical
evaluation, we define a CP-violating benchmark scenario as a modification of the standard Mmod+

h -
scenario [5] by setting µ = 1000GeV (as also proposed in [5]) and introducing the complex phase
φAt =

π

4 . In this CP-violating scenario, Fig. 3 shows the relative interference effect η in the MH±−
tanβ plane, Fig. 1(a) for the bb̄-initiated process (3.1), and Fig. 1(b) for gluon fusion (3.2), both
with τ+τ− in the final state. Due to the approximate degeneracy of Mh2 and Mh3 in the decoupling
limit and the significant mixing of H,A into h2,h3 in sizeable parts of the parameter space, the
interference term becomes very large in both processes. Around MH± = 480GeV, tanβ = 29,
the relative interference contribution ranges down to η = −97%, surrounded by a considerable,
destructive interference “valley”.
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(a) bb̄→ ha→ τ+τ−.
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(b) gg→ ha→ τ+τ−.

Figure 1: Relative interference contribution η [%] of the Higgs bosons h1,h2,h3 decaying to τ+τ− in the
complex Mmod+

h -scenario with µ = 1000GeV and φAt =
π

4 . (a) bb̄ initial state, (b) gg initial state (note the
different scale of the colour code).
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4. Impact of interference terms on exclusion limits

The significant, destructive interference terms suppress the expected cross sections and need to
be included in a consistent evaluation of exclusion bounds. In our approach, we combine the exist-
ing precise predictions for separate Higgs production and decay (here from FeynHiggs-2.10.2

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]) with the interference contribution. Our calculation of the interference effect
includes propagator corrections, but no vertex and real corrections, which factorise and are already
accounted for in the production cross sections and branching ratios.

In order to take the interference effect into account in the comparison of the model prediction
and LHC data within HiggsBounds [6, 7, 8, 9], the overall interference term per process is split
into the three combinations of two interfering Higgs bosons, respectively, σint = σint12 +σint13 +

σint23 . The individual cross sections σha of each of the Higgs bosons ha are modified by the relative
interference contribution

η
P
a =

σP
intab

σP
ha
+σP

hb

+
σP

intac

σP
ha
+σP

hc

, (4.1)

where a,b,c = 1,2,3, and P = gg,bb̄ denotes the production mode. The relative interference con-
tributions ηP

a are used to rescale the ratio of the production cross sections P→ ha in the MSSM
with respect to the SM as input for HiggsBounds in the following way,

σMSSM(P→ ha)

σSM(P→ ha)
−→ σMSSM(P→ ha)

σSM(P→ ha)
· (1+η

P
a ), (4.2)

leaving branching ratios BR(ha→ τ+τ−) unchanged.
Fig. 2 shows the resulting exclusion bounds obtained with HiggsBounds-4.2.0 (including

Higgs search results up to run 1 of the LHC) with MSSM input from FeynHiggs, in the complex
Mmod+

h -scenario with µ = 1000GeV and φAt =
π

4 . The augmented value of µ with respect to the
default value of 200GeV leads to an increased sensitivity of the ha → ττ channel and enhances
the CP-violating effects caused by the product µAt where At has an imaginary part. The blue area
represents the parameter space that seems to be excluded at the 95% confidence level (CL) in this
scenario if the interference term is neglected by employing the standard NWA despite the presence
of the complex phase φAt . This exclusion limit based on the CP-violating 3×3 mixing of h1,h2,h3

is stronger than in the case of real parameters (with only CP-conserving 2× 2 mixing) because
the large off-diagonal elements in the full Ẑ-mixing matrix enhance each individual production
cross section σ(P→ ha) for a = 2,3 in the region where h2 and h3 are quasi degenerate. The
grey line corresponds to the case where the interference term is only included in the gg-initiated
process whereas the inclusion of the interference term in the bb̄ process gives rise to the black
line. In contrast, the interference term is taken into account in both production processes in the
95% CL exclusion contour displayed in red. The direct comparison shows that a substantial area
between MH± ' 450GeV and 700GeV and roughly from tanβ ' 18 to 32 cannot be excluded in
this scenario with complex parameters due to the strongly destructive interference effect observed
in Fig. 3 in the same parameter region. This discrepancy between the conventional approach of
the incoherent sum of separate Higgs contributions and the approach of including the interference
among different neutral Higgs bosons shows that the standard NWA is insufficient in such a CP-
violating scenario. Interference between h and H can also play a role in the MSSM with real
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Figure 2: Exclusion bounds obtained with HiggsBounds in the complex Mmod+
h -scenario with µ =

1000GeV and φAt = π/4: without the interference term (blue), including the interference term in the bb̄
and the gg processes (red), including the interference only in bb̄ (black line) or only in gg (grey line).

parameters, but it becomes relevant only in a narrow parameter corner at low MH± and very high
tanβ , which lies in the deeply excluded region. However, the mass difference between Mh2 and Mh3

is smaller than Γh2 +Γh3 in the major part of the parameter plane so that the h2− h3 interference
term becomes important in the case of CP-violating mixing.

5. Conclusions

CP-violating mixing and interference of neutral Higgs bosons in the MSSM with complex pa-
rameters can have a significant impact on the interpretation of LHC searches for additional scalars.
We have investigated a CP-violating benchmark scenario with a substantial mixing of H and A into
the quasi-degenerate states h2 and h3. Both in bb̄-associated Higgs production and in gluon fusion
of h1,h2,h3 decaying into a pair of τ-leptons, a very large, destructive interference effect is found.
The individual cross sections are enhanced by mixing effects whereas the combined expected cross
section is substantially suppressed by the interference. As a consequence, a considerable parameter
region, which would seem to be ruled out if the interference term were neglected, actually escapes
exclusion by LHC Run 1 data. We will extend our analysis to the recent Run 2 results, additional
complex phases and Higgs production cross sections from SusHiMi [23] that takes the full phase
dependence into account.
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